MOHAMMED   AND   CHARIEMAGNE
rampart which protected the Mediterranean: the two Germanies,
part of the Belgiums, Rhaetia, Noricum and Pamionia.
Apart from this, "Romania" had remained intact, and could
hardly have done otherwise. The Roman Empire continued to
be Roman, just as the United States of North America, despite
immigration, have remained Anglo-Saxon,
As a matter of fact, the newcomers were in a very small minority.
Without figures, we cannot speak with scientific accuracy, but we
have no documents which would furnish such information. What
was the population of the Empire?1 70 millions? I do not think
we can accept the estimate of C Jullinn, who gives Gaul a popu-
lation of 20 to 40 millions,2 It is impossible to speak precisely.
The only thing that is obvious is, that the Germans disappeared in
the mass of the population,
Dahn3 estimates that the Visigoths admitted to the Empire by
Valens may have numbered a million; L Schmidt, following
Utropius, and the figures relating to the battle of Andrmople,
speaks of 8,000 warriors and 40,000 souk in all.4 It is true that
these must have been augmented subsequently by Germans, slaves,
mercenaries, etc. Schmidt assumes that when Wallia entered Spain
(416) the Visigoths numbered 100,000.
Gautier5 estimates that the tribes of the Vandals and Alains,
men, women, children and slaves, when they crossed the Straits
of Gibraltar, must have numbered 80,000* This figure is given by
Victor de Vita: Transient quantity universal Gautier7 believes that
this may be accepted as accurate, since it was easy to calculate the
capacity of the fleet.8 He also estimates,9 plausibly enough, that
1 e. stein, op. rff., p. 3, gives 50 millions at the end of the 3rd century.
8 c. jullian, Histoire dir la Gawfe, voL 5, p, 27, estimates the population of
Gaul in the 2nd century as 40 millions; he considers that in the 4th century
this figure was halved (ft/A, vol. VII, p, 29).
8 dahn, Die Konige far Giftruwo!, vol VI, p. 50.
* t. schmidt, op. eit.9 p, 403-	* s, sautjbb, GfffflMr, p- 97.
6 Historic persecution!* Africans prwinctet I, I, ed. halm, m.g.h.s$.antiq,,
vol. m, ix 2.	*	* /w,f p, i3gt
8 b. stein, Gdft, fas Sp£t> Rom, &Mes, voL 1,1938, p, 477, also accepts
f B. CAims»» Gwdric, p* 341.
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